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[1] This paper presents an assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of four sediment
continuity models for nonuniform sediment by applying these models to an aggradational
flume experiment that is dominated by nonuniform sediment and dunes. The author
makes simulations of the flume experiment using four numerical morphodynamic model
systems to which the following sediment continuity models are applied: the commonly
applied active layer model (A), a two-layer model (B), a sorting evolution model while
assuming bed form size to be regular (C1), and a sorting evolution model while
taking into account the variability in bed form geometry (C2). The model systems that
incorporate the variability of bed form geometry, i.e., the two-layer model and the sorting
evolution model with irregular dunes, show an improved prediction of the adaptation
timescale of the composition of both the bed surface and the transported sediment, as well
as the vertical sorting profile. This is because including the variability of bed form
geometry enables the model system to account for sediment being stored (temporarily)
at elevations that are exposed to the flow less frequently. Future application of both
models to field cases is difficult, however, as the two-layer model is not sufficiently
generic and may lead to ellipticity of its set of equations, whereas the sorting evolution
model requires a very small numerical time step.
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1. Introduction

[2] We use morphodynamic model systems in order to
gain insight into, for instance, the long-term morphody-
namic changes of a river system. Here a morphodynamic
model system is defined as a system that couples modules
for calculating flow, hydraulic roughness, sediment trans-
port, and morphodynamic changes. If sediment sorting
processes are significant, the model system needs to include
a sediment continuity model describing the interaction
among grain size–selective sediment transport, the vertical
sorting profile, and net aggradation or degradation of the
river bed. The purpose of such a sediment continuity model
for nonuniform sediment is to take into account the effects of
grain size–selective sediment transport and sorting in mod-
eling large-scale morphodynamic changes of the river bed.
[3] Hirano [1971] was the first to develop such a sediment

continuity model for nonuniform sediment, and proposed
representing the active part of the bed as a distinct and
homogeneous surface layer, i.e., the active layer. This active
layer reflects the part of the bed that is exposed to and
interacts with the flow, and is thus subject to entrainment

and deposition. As such, it represents the part of the bed that,
jointly with the flow, determines the rate and composition of
the transported sediment. From a modeling perspective, the
active layer is defined in order to determine a representative
grain size of the bed surface. This representative grain size of
the bed surface is required as input for calculating skin
friction, bed load transport, and suspended load transport.
Blom and Parker [2004] summarize the additions to the
Hirano active layer model as proposed by various researchers.
[4] In the Hirano active layer model vertical sediment

fluxes arise from net aggradation or degradation only.
From observations, however, we know that the migration
of bed forms in itself causes sediment to become redis-
tributed over the active elevations of the bed. Avalanching
of grains down a bed form lee face results in a downward
coarsening trend within bed forms [e.g., Bagnold, 1941;
Allen, 1965; Zanke, 1976], also in situations without net
aggradation or degradation. Moreover, the occurrence of
relatively deep troughs in a series of irregular bed forms
leads to vertical sediment fluxes between the upper part of
the active bed and deeper elevations that are less exposed
to the flow. Similar to the work by Crickmore and Lean
[1962a, 1962b] for tracer particles, Ribberink [1987]
introduced an additional layer into the active layer model,
i.e., the exchange layer, in order to account for the effects
of the variability in trough elevations. Another shortcom-
ing of the Hirano active layer model, and to a less extent
of the Ribberink two-layer model, is that the set of
equations can become elliptic in parts of the space-time
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domain in a situation of net degradation into a substrate
that is finer than the active layer [Ribberink, 1987]. This
indicates that in such a situation the bed layer models fail
to describe the actual physical processes. Modeling deg-
radation into a fine substrate leads to an unrealistically
rapid exchange of sediment between the homogeneous bed
layers, which appears to be the cause of the ellipticity.
[5] Armanini [1995] pointed out that the discrete active

layer is an oversimplification of reality and that this zone of
finite thickness where instantaneous and complete mixing
occurs does not exist. He was the first to abandon the concept
of discrete bed layers. Armanini’s [1995] depth-continuous
model describes the time evolution of vertical sediment
fluxes and the composition of the bed material at each
elevation of the bed. The vertical sediment fluxes are
modeled as a diffusion process, in which fine and coarse size
fractions do not show any preference for being deposited at
specific bed elevations. As such, the equilibrium state of the
model, which is reached after an infinitely long time, is a
vertically uniform distribution of grain sizes, which does not
agree with experimental observations [e.g., Ribberink, 1987;
Blom et al., 2003].
[6] Parker et al. [2000] developed a new type of frame-

work for sediment continuity and sorting dynamics. Like
Armanini [1995], they recognize that the active layer model
and its variants represent only an approximation of a more
general formulation that contains no discrete bed layers. In
this new framework, the bed composition varies continu-
ously over depth below the water-sediment interface, and
the same goes for the entrainment and deposition fluxes
from and to the bed. A probability density function (PDF) of
bed surface elevations is the basis of the framework, which
allows us to take into account that relatively deep bed
elevations are exposed to the flow and are subject to
entrainment and deposition less frequently than higher ones.
[7] Blom and Parker [2004] derive formulations for the

grain size–specific and bed elevation–specific entrainment
and deposition fluxes required for the Parker et al. [2000]
framework, for situations dominated by river dunes and bed
load transport. Here Knighton’s [1998] definition of dunes
is applied; bed forms with a length of 4 to 8 times the flow
depth and a height of up to a third of the flow depth are
classified as dunes. The main sorting mechanism within
dunes is the avalanching of grains down the lee faces of bed
forms with varying trough elevations [e.g., Ribberink, 1987;
Blom et al., 2003]. In order to cover this mechanism, Blom
and Parker [2004] combine a submodel describing the
sorting due to the avalanching of grains down the lee faces
of individual bed forms with a stochastic approach charac-
terizing the variability in bed form size. Characteristics of the
flow over the bed form crest (as well as flow separation and
the wake) have appeared not to significantly affect the sorting
due to grain avalanches [Blom and Kleinhans, 2006].
[8] Blom et al. [2006] reduce the Blom and Parker [2004]

continuum model to equilibrium conditions, i.e., condi-
tions in which all variables vary in time around steady
mean values. We can apply this equilibrium sorting model
in a morphodynamic model system instantaneously if the
timescale of large-scale morphodynamic changes (i.e., net
aggradation or degradation) is much larger than both the
timescale of vertical sorting and the timescale of the
evolution of the PDF of trough elevations.

[9] Following the equilibrium sorting model, Blom et al.
[2008] develop a sorting evolution model in order to take into
account the time evolution of the sorting profile in predicting
large-scale river morphodynamics. Morphodynamic models
that are set up for analyzing, for instance, the long-term
morphodynamic changes and sorting within a river system
usually cover several tens of kilometers of river length or
more. Such models are often (but not necessarily) simplified
to one-dimensional models, which means that lateral and
vertical flow variations are not considered, or only in a
parameterized way. In such models the streamwise size of a
grid cell may well be several hundreds of meters or larger. Up
to now, in such computations the active part of the bed has
been represented by a discrete and homogeneous active layer.
The sorting evolution model by Blom et al. [2008] describes
the active part of the bed in a stochastic and nonhomogeneous
way, which offers a better representation of the active part of
the bed.
[10] Blom et al. [2008] apply the sorting evolution model

to conditions that vary in the vertical direction only. This
paper describes the application of the sorting evolutionmodel
to a flume experiment in which conditions also vary in the
streamwise direction. In the flume experiment in question, a
phase of net aggradation succeeds a short phase of net
degradation. As the purpose of a sediment continuity model
for nonuniform sediment is to take into account the effects of
grain size–selective transport and vertical sorting in predict-
ing large-scale aggradation and degradation of the river bed,
which by definition involve streamwise variation, the present
case study provides a relevant test of the sorting evolution
model.
[11] We can analyze the performance of a sediment con-

tinuity model in simulating such a flume experiment only
after implementing it in a morphodynamic model system.
The author makes simulations using four numerical morpho-
dynamic model systems to which the following sediment
continuity models are applied: theHirano [1971] active layer
model (A), the Ribberink [1987] two-layer model (B), the
Blom et al. [2008] sorting evolutionmodel with regular dunes
(C1), and the Blom et al. [2008] sorting evolution model with
irregular dunes (C2).
[12] The specific objective of this case study is the assess-

ment of the strengths and weaknesses of submodels for
sediment continuity. The author therefore reduces other
submodels in the morphodynamic model systems as much
as possible. For instance, we use measured data rather than
predictive submodels whenever possible. The author assesses
the four morphodynamic model systems in simulating the
aggradational flume experiment conducted by Ribberink
[1987], and compares the predictions to measured data with
respect to the composition of the active part of the bed, (grain
size–selective) sediment transport rates, mean bed level,
vertical sorting, and the accompanying timescales.
[13] Section 2 describes the aggradational flume experi-

ment. Section 3 presents an overview of the submodels
applied in the four morphodynamic model systems, as well
as the initial and boundary conditions. In section 4 we
compare the results of the computations to measured data.

2. Flume Experiment

[14] The author applies the four morphodynamic model
systems in simulating a flume experiment in which (1)
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mixed-size sediment was used; (2) conditions with dunes
prevailed; (3) net aggradation or degradation occurred; and
(4) the vertical sorting profile was measured. As far as known
to the author, Ribberink [1987] has been the only one who
conducted such a flume experiment (i.e., experiment E8-E9).
[15] The length, width, and height of the flume’s mea-

surement section were 30 m, 0.3 m, and 0.5 m, respectively.
The sediment mixture consisted of two sand fractions (grain
sizes d1 = 0.78 mm, d2 = 1.29 mm) with very little overlap.
Although the difference in grain size is relatively small, the
difference between the transport dynamics of the two size
fractions is significant and is expressed by the preferential
entrainment of the fine size fraction and by the downward
coarsening trend over the active part of the bed. Ribberink
[1987] took bed samples using sampling pipes pressed into
the bed near the bed form crests. Through the sampling pipes,
he removed sand layers with a thickness of 0.5 cm by siphon.
He dried and sieved the small subsamples, and restored the
bed by returning the subsamples in reverse order to keep the
disturbance of the bed as small as possible. Unfortunately,
information on how many bed samples were used in deter-
mining the average sorting profile corresponding to stage E8
or stage E9 is no longer available.
[16] Experiment E8-E9 started from the equilibrium stage

of the previous experiment, i.e., experiment E8. A down-
ward coarsening trend characterizes the initial vertical
sorting profile (Figure 1a).
[17] In experiment E8-E9 the water discharge was main-

tained steady and was equal to the water discharge in
experiment E8. The level of the weir at the downstream
end of the flume was equal to the one in experiment E8.
[18] Whereas Ribberink [1987] applied sediment recircu-

lation in the previous experiments, from the start of exper-
iment E8-E9 he used a sediment feed system. The initial
feed rate was equal to the equilibrium sediment transport
rate and composition as measured in experiment E8. Then,

over a period of 30 h, Ribberink [1987] gradually reduced
the volume fraction content of the fine size fraction in the
sediment fed to the flume to 0 (Figure 2b), while the total
feed rate was maintained steady (Figure 2a). Because of
technical problems, the total feed rate decreased by about
5% over the first 30 h of the flume experiment (Figure 2a).
The duration of the experiment was 120 h.
[19] Because of the imposed increase of coarse sediment

fed to the flume, the active part of the bed started to coarsen
at the upstream end of the flume. As a result, the sediment
transport capacity decreased and a small degradation wave
migrated in the downstream direction. As the total feed rate
was steady, an aggradation wave succeeded the small degra-
dation wave (Figure 3). Figure 3 shows the time evolution of
the measured mean bed level, ha, during experiment E8-E9 at
two positions along the flume. We can identify a phase lag
between the two positions; the minimum bed level was

Figure 1. Data measured by Ribberink [1987] on
(a) variation of the volume fraction content of the coarse
size fraction, F2, over bed elevations at the initial stage of
experiment E8–E9 (E8); (b) variation of the volume
fraction content of the coarse size fraction over bed
elevations at the final stage (E9); and (c) probability density
of measured relative trough elevations at the final stage
(E9). Here ha denotes mean bed level and z denotes bed
elevation. Figures 1a and 1b show vertical sorting profiles
averaged over samples taken at the axis of the flume and
over samples taken at the sides of the flume as well as the
mean sorting profile. Dashed lines indicate the mean bed
level at the corresponding stage of the experiment.

Figure 2. (a) Time evolution of the imposed sediment feed
rate, qa, at the upstream end of the flume (x = 0 m). Because
of technical problems, the total feed rate decreased by about
5% over the first 30 h of the flume experiment. (b) Time
evolution of the imposed volume fraction content of the fine
size fraction, Fa1, in the sediment fed at the upstream end of
the flume. Data originate from Ribberink [1987].

Figure 3. Time evolution of the measured mean bed level,
ha, during experiment E8-E9 at two positions along the
flume. Dashed lines indicate the mean bed level at the initial
stage of the experiment at the two corresponding positions.
The position x = 0 m corresponds to the upstream end of the
flume. Data originate from Ribberink [1987].
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reached between 0 and 20 flow hours for x = 15 m, and
between 15 and 30 flow hours for x = 25 m.
[20] Ribberink [1987] estimated the composition of the

active part of the bed by averaging over all bed material
above the elevation h95. Here h95 denotes the elevation
above which 95% of the bed surface elevations occur
(Ps(h95) = 0.95, where Ps denotes the probability distribu-
tion of bed surface elevations). Figure 4 shows the mea-
sured volume fraction content of the fine size fraction in the
active part of the bed, F95i, as a function of the position
along the flume at various times during the flume experi-
ment. The data in Figure 4 stems from smoothing the
original data using a moving average in order to reduce
the large natural spatial fluctuations [Ribberink, 1987].
Figure 4 shows that, because of the coarse sediment feeding,
the active part of the bed coarsened at the upstream end of
the flume and a coarsening wave migrated in the down-
stream direction through the flume.
[21] Figure 4 also illustrates that around 10 flow hours the

active part of the bed is somewhat finer than the original
situation. Ribberink [1987] indicated two possible causes
for this relative fining: (1) the temporary reduction in dune
height between 5 and 10 flow hours, which caused the
vertically averaged composition of the active bed, F95i, to be
based on the upper, relatively fine, part of the bed, and (2)
the large spatial variations in composition in combination
with the relatively low number of bed samples, which
resulted in a large statistical inaccuracy. Another possible
explanation, however, is that a small fining wave migrated
in the downstream direction, preceding the distinct coars-
ening wave. This fining wave may be caused by an increase
of the mobility of the fine sediment where the bed, because
of the coarse sediment feeding, coarsened. Observation of
an increase in the mobility of fine sediment due to an
increased amount of coarse sediment is very uncommon but
was observed earlier by Gilbert [1914] and Ikeda and Iseya
[1988]. Gilbert [1914] mentioned two reasons for the
increased mobility of fines due to a larger amount of coarse
particles. The first reason is the impact of the coarser
particles: ‘‘In rolling and leaping they disturb the finer,
tending thus to dislodge them from their resting places and
either start them forward or else give them new positions
from which they may be more easily swept’’ [Gilbert, 1914,
p. 178]. The second reason is the production of diversity in

the current by the coarser grains. By obstructing the flow,
the coarse grains cause zones of flow deceleration and
acceleration, which gives rise to a higher mobility of the
fines. Gilbert [1914] underlined the uncommonness of an
increase in the mobility of fines due to an increased amount
of coarse material, as under most conditions an increased
amount of coarse material results in a decrease of the
mobility. Unfortunately the author is not able to analyze
the cause of the relative fining in detail as original data on
the vertical sorting profiles and bed and water elevation
profiles are lacking.
[22] Figure 1b shows the vertical sorting profile as

measured at the final stage of experiment E8-E9. The upper
part of the bed consisted of the coarse size fraction only. At
the sides of the flume the coarsening reached deeper
elevations than at the axis of the flume. This was because
at the sides vertical sediment fluxes reached deeper eleva-
tions, as at the sides troughs were deeper than in the axis of
the flume [Ribberink, 1987]. This lateral variation in trough
elevation may be due to secondary currents that originate
from wall friction.
[23] Figure 1c shows the PDF of trough elevations

relative to the mean bed level for a series of bed forms
at the final stage of experiment E8-E9. This PDF of
relative trough elevations indicates the probability density
that the trough elevation equals z � ha, where ha denotes
the mean bed level. Unfortunately, the PDF of measured
relative trough elevations from the initial stage of the
experiment is not available anymore, nor the original bed
elevation profiles. Comparison of Figures 1a–1c shows
that the lower limit of trough elevations in E9 (Db = ha �
z � 5 cm) more or less agrees with the lower boundary of
the range of bed elevations that have been reworked during
experiment E8-E9.

3. Details of the Four Model Systems

3.1. Setup of the Model Systems

[24] The case study described in the present paper consid-
ers four numerical morphodynamic model systems. Models
A and B are morphodynamic model systems to which the
Hirano [1971] active layer model and the Ribberink [1987]
two-layer model are applied, respectively. Appendices A
and B provide a brief explanation of these two sediment
continuity models. The sorting evolution model developed
by Blom et al. [2008] is the basis of models C1 and C2.
Appendix C provides a short description of the sorting
evolution model, and explains how the sorting evolution
model distinguishes three types of vertical sediment
fluxes: sediment fluxes through dune migration, i.e.,
grain size–selective deposition through avalanching down
the lee faces of (irregular) bed forms (type I); sediment fluxes
through a change in time of the PDF of relative trough
elevations (type II); and sediment fluxes through net aggra-
dation or degradation (type III). In model C1, the author
imposes bed form size to be regular, whereas model C2
accounts for the variability in bed form size. Models C1 and
C2 differ with respect to the shape of the PDF of relative bed
form trough elevations. This PDF of trough elevations is
required in the computation of sediment fluxes through dune
migration (type I). In model C1, the PDF of trough elevations
reduces to a Dirac delta function with a single dominant

Figure 4. Measured volume fraction content of the fine
size fraction in the active part of the bed, F95i, as a function
of the position along the flume at various times. Data
originate from Ribberink [1987].
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trough elevation. Model C2 applies the PDF of measured
relative trough elevations as input to the model system.
Section 3.3 explains this difference in further detail.
[25] As the purpose of a sediment continuity model for

nonuniform sediment is to account for the effects of grain
size–selective transport and vertical sorting in predicting
large-scale aggradation and degradation of the river bed, it
is applied over spatial scales that cover a large number of
bed forms. This means that each grid point in the morpho-
dynamic model system covers a large number of bed forms,
and implies that most input and output parameters of the
model are averaged over a reach covering a large number of
bed forms.
[26] Figure 5 illustrates how the morphodynamic model

system incorporates the sorting evolution model. On the
basis of a set of initial conditions, the model system
determines the PDF of relative trough elevations at the next
time step using either measured data or a submodel for the
PDF of relative trough elevations. A change in time of the
PDF of relative trough elevations results in vertical sedi-
ment fluxes of type II, which affect the vertical sorting
profile. This leads to a change in time of the mean
composition of the bed surface, Fsuri, which influences the
grain roughness or skin friction. The PDF of relative trough

elevations affects the form roughness or form drag. Skin
friction and form drag together determine the bed resistance,
which affects the flow. The above quantities may be solved
iteratively. From the flow properties and the mean bed
surface composition, the model system then determines
the grain size–selective bed load transport rates, qai, using
a submodel for grain size–selective sediment transport.
[27] Bed load transport is here accompanied by the

migration of (irregular) dunes, which induces vertical sed-
iment fluxes of type I and adaptation of the vertical sorting
profile, Fi (Figure 5). Divergences in the total sediment
transport rate, i.e., variations in the total sediment transport
rate in the streamwise direction, lead to a change in time of
the mean bed level, ha, which gives rise to vertical sediment
fluxes of type III and adaptation of the vertical sorting
profile, Fi. This completes the computational steps within
one cycle of the model system, thus closing the loop in
Figure 5.
[28] The model systems based on the Hirano active layer

model and the Ribberink two-layer model (models A and B,
respectively) also follow the scheme presented in Figure 5.
Application of the Hirano model asks for the following
changes to the scheme: (1) a homogeneous active layer
represents the active part of the bed rather than a PDF of
trough elevations; (2) a change in time of the active layer
thickness induces vertical sediment fluxes of type II; and
(3) vertical sediment fluxes of type I (i.e., due to dune
migration) do not occur. Application of the Ribberink model
asks for the following changes: (1) an active layer and an
exchange layer represent the active part of the bed rather
than a PDF of trough elevations; (2) a change in time of the
active layer thickness and exchange layer thickness induces
vertical sediment fluxes of type II; and (3) vertical sediment
fluxes of type I (i.e., due to dune migration) occur through
the sediment exchange term yi (see Appendix B).
[29] As the present case study focuses on modeling

sediment continuity, we reduce other submodels in Figure 5
as much as possible. For instance, we use measured data
rather than predictive submodels for the hydraulic rough-
ness, the PDF of relative trough elevations, and dune height.
Besides, we apply a sediment transport model that was
calibrated against the flume experiments.

3.2. Boundary Conditions

[30] The water discharge per unit width, qw, at the
upstream end (x = 0 m) is steady and equals 0.0803 m2/s.
The water level, h, at the downstream end (x = 30 m) is
steady and equals 0.167 m. The sediment feed rate at the
upstream end of the flume, qs, equals 5.64 � 10�6 m2/s at t = 0.
The feed rate decreases by about 5% over the first 30 h of
the flume experiment (Figure 2a). The imposed upstream
volume fraction of the fine size fraction decreases from 0.5
to 0 over the first 30 h of the experiment (Figure 2b).

3.3. Active Part of the Bed

[31] The active layer thickness, d, in models A and B is a
function of the mean bed form height: d = 1

2
D [Ribberink,

1987; Armanini and Di Silvio, 1988; Parker, 1991]. During
the experiment the mean dune height decreased from 3.3 to
2.9 cm. In the present case study, the author assumes dune
height to be steady (D = 3 cm). Following Ribberink
[1987], the thickness of the exchange layer, de, in the

Figure 5. Scheme of the morphodynamic model system
for nonuniform sediment to which the sorting evolution
model is applied. Gray boxes represent submodels that
are part of the sorting evolution model. Evolution of the
vertical sorting profile occurs through vertical sediment
fluxes accompanying migration of bed forms of irregular
size (type I), a change in time of the PDF of relative trough
elevations (type II), and net aggradation or degradation
(type III).
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two-layer model is a function of the active layer thickness
(de = 1.22d).
[32] In the sorting evolution model with regular dunes

(model C1), the PDF of relative trough elevations reduces to
the Dirac delta function, in which the dominant relative
trough elevation, Db, follows from the mean dune height,
D: Db =

1
2
D. This results in the same lower boundary of the

active part of the bed as in model A, the Hirano model. In
model C2, the PDF of relative trough elevations as mea-
sured in stage E9 represents the variation in relative trough
elevations (Figure 1c). This PDF of relative trough eleva-
tions is adapted by weighting each trough elevation by the
horizontal distance involved [Blom and Parker, 2004,
equation (56)]. Moreover, trough elevations above the mean
bed level have been neglected as the crest of an individual
bed form is assumed to be located the same distance above
the mean bed level as its trough is located below the mean
bed level. The PDF is discretized into 10 relative trough
elevations (Figure 6). The author assumes the PDF of
relative trough elevations, ~pb, in Figure 6 to be valid for
the complete experiment.
[33] When analyzing the results in the next section, it is

important to realize that [Ribberink, 1987] estimated the
measured composition of the active part of the bed, F95 i, by
averaging over all bed material above the elevation h95 (also
see section 2). The original vertical sorting data from which
F95 i was computed is not available anymore. The author
conveniently uses the same definition for the composition of
the active bed in analyzing the results of the sorting
evolution model (model C). Yet, in the case of the non-
probabilistic Hirano and Ribberink models, we can only
compare the measured data for F95 i to the predicted
composition of the active layer, Fmi:

F95 i ¼
Fmi models A; Bð ÞR1

h95
FiPs dzR1

h95
Ps dz

measured data; model Cð Þ

8<
: ð1Þ

where the probability distribution of bed surface elevations,
Ps, is a function of the PDF of bed surface elevations, pe:

Ps ¼ 1�
Z z

�1
pedz ð2Þ

and where pe is a function of the PDF of relative trough
elevations, ~pb (Figure 6):

pe ¼
Z hbmax

hbmin

J

D
~pb dhb ð3Þ

Here hb denotes the bed form trough elevation, hbmin

denotes the lowest trough elevation, and hbmax denotes the
highest trough elevation. The Heaviside function J equals 1
when considering an elevation covered by the specific bed
form.
[34] It is important to realize that the PDF of relative trough

elevations indicates the range of elevations representing the
active part of the bed for the sorting evolution model, just as
the bed form height indicates the range of elevations repre-
senting the active part of the bed for the Hirano and Ribberink
models. For all four models the information on the range of
active elevations is taken from measured data.

3.4. Initial Conditions

[35] The initial state of flume experiment E8-E9 is an
equilibrium state (E8). The initial flow profile is spatially
uniform with a water depth equal to 0.167 m. The initial bed
slope, s0, equals 1.65 � 10�3. The initial vertical sorting
profile equals the vertical sorting profile as measured in the
equilibrium stage of experiment E8 (Figure 1a).
[36] Models A and B require information on the initial

composition of the homogeneous active layer, Fmi(t = 0). To
this end, we average the measured initial sorting profile, Fi,
over all bed material above the lower boundary of the active
layer:

Fmi t ¼ 0ð Þ ¼
R1
ha�d FiPs dzR1
ha�d Ps dz

ð4Þ

This results in Fm1 = 0.45 and Fm2 = 1 � Fm1 = 0.55.
[37] Likewise, model B requires information on the initial

composition of the homogeneous exchange layer, Fei(t = 0).
For this purpose, we average the measured initial sorting
profile over all bed material at the bed elevations covered by
the exchange layer:

Fei t ¼ 0ð Þ ¼
R ha�d
ha�d�de

FiPs dzR ha�d
ha�d�de

Ps dz
ð5Þ

This results in Fe1 = 0.32 and Fe2 = 1 � Fe1 = 0.68.
[38] For models C1 and C2, the initial sorting profile

equals the sorting profile as measured in experiment E8
(Figure 1a). We assign the uppermost elevations that are
active according to the PDF of bed surface elevations but
for which no measured data on the composition are avail-
able the same composition as the uppermost elevation with
a measured initial composition.

3.5. Hydraulic Roughness

[39] We assume the hydraulic roughness (i.e., the sum of
skin friction, form drag, and wall roughness) to be steady
and uniform (Chézy roughness coefficient C = 28.9 m1/2/s)
[Ribberink, 1987]. This Chézy value results in a uniform
flow in the initial stage of the experiment (h = 0.167 m, E8).

Figure 6. PDF of measured relative trough elevations
(stage E9) weighted by the horizontal distance involved, ~pb.
The dashed line indicates the mean bed level at the
corresponding stage of the experiment. This PDF of relative
trough elevations is used as input in model C2.
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3.6. Flow

[40] Simplification of the Navier-Stokes equations to the
case of nonsteady nonuniform 1D shallow open channel flow
results in the St Venant Shallow Water equations, which for
steady gradually varied flow reduce to the formulation for a
backwater curve [e.g., Hotchkiss and Parker, 1991]. The
experimental setup (i.e., a steady water discharge at the
upstream end, a steady weir level at the downstream end, no
lateral variations) means that the flow is well described
using the general formulation for a backwater curve.

3.7. Sediment Transport

[41] Ribberink [1987] calibrated an adapted version of the
Meyer-Peter and Müller [1948] sediment transport model
(including the hiding-exposure correction by Egiazaroff
[1965]) against the equilibrium stages of the complete set
of 9 flume experiments. Ribberink [1987] provides a full
description of the resulting sediment transport model. As the
specific focus of this case study is the assessment of
submodels for sediment continuity, the author uses the
Ribberink [1987] modification of the Meyer-Peter and
Müller [1948] sediment transport model, so as to reduce
the uncertainties inherent to using a sediment transport
model and to reduce the effects of deviations in the
predicted sediment transport rates from the actual sediment
transport rates on the computational results.
[42] The resulting grain size–selective sediment transport

submodel is a function of both the volume fraction content
of size fraction i at the bed surface, Fsuri (i.e., the mean bed
surface composition), and the geometric mean grain size of
the bed surface, dmsur, which by itself also depends on Fsuri.
The next section presents the details of the models for the
bed surface composition, Fsuri, and the geometric mean
grain size of the bed surface, dmsur.

3.8. Bed Surface Composition

[43] Sediment transport rates and skin friction usually
depend on the bed surface composition, Fsuri. When using
the Hirano active layer model (model A) or the Ribberink
two-layer model (model B), we assume the bed surface
composition to be equal to the composition of the active
layer, Fmi. In model C, the mean composition of the bed
surface is equal to the actual composition of the surface of
the bed. More specifically, when applying the sorting
evolution model (model C), we compute the mean bed

surface composition, Fsuri, by weighting the bed composi-
tion Fi by the probability density that elevation z is exposed
to the flow, pe [Blom et al., 2008]:

Fsuri ¼
Fmi models A; Bð ÞR1
�1 Fi pe dz model Cð Þ

�
ð6Þ

[44] We compute the geometric mean grain size of the
bed surface, dmsur, from

dmsur ¼ dref 2
�fmsur ð7Þ

where the geometric reference grain size, dref, equals 1 mm,
and the arithmetic mean grain size of the bed surface, fmsur,
equals

fmsur ¼
XN
i

Fsuri fi ð8Þ

where fi is the arithmetic grain size of size fraction i:

fi ¼ � log2 di=dref
� 	

ð9Þ

where di denotes the geometric grain size of size fraction i.
The definition in equation (9) makes the arithmetic grain
size fi correctly dimensionless.

3.9. Numerical Parameters

[45] In models A and B, the time step Dt equals 5 min. In
models C1 and C2, the time step equals 20 s in the
computation of sediment fluxes of type I and 1 min in the
computation of sediment fluxes of type III. Sediment fluxes
of type II do not occur as bed form geometry and the PDF of
relative trough elevations are steady. The horizontal spatial
step, Dx, equals 1 m (all models). The vertical spatial step,
Dz, equals 1 mm (all models). The vertical grid ranges from
below the lower elevation of the active part of the bed up to
above its upper elevation. We apply a ‘‘bookkeeping’’
system to register the time evolution of the volume fraction
content of size fractions at elevations within the active and
inactive part of the bed. The author applies a predictor-
corrector scheme in calculating the backwater curve, and an
upwind scheme (upwinding coefficient 0.8) in calculating
the bed evolution.
[46] Blom et al. [2008] have shown that the timescale of

adaptation of the vertical sorting profile through dune
migration (sediment fluxes of type I) approaches zero at
the uppermost elevations of the active part of the bed. As
such, at these elevations the adaptation of the sorting profile
happens infinitely fast, which leads to numerical problems.
In order to deal with this problem, the author does not
consider the 3% highest elevations within the series of
(irregular) bed forms, which is illustrated in Figure 7. These
3% highest elevations are elevations that are seldom reached
by the bed forms as they are located far above the range of
elevations covered by a dune of mean sizes. As such, they
have negligible influence on the bed surface composition
and skin friction.

3.10. Adjustment Period

[47] Numerical simulations of time-dependent processes
often require an adjustment period in order to find a

Figure 7. The 3% highest elevations within the series of
(irregular) bed forms, which are not considered in the
computations using model C.
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physically relevant initial state for the actual model simu-
lation, i.e., an initial state that suits the initial conditions of
the actual model simulation. In this case study the author
applies an adjustment period T0 (T0 = 5 h) in which each
simulation, under steady and uniform flow conditions,
adjusts toward the equilibrium state that corresponds to
the initial conditions. In this way, the actual model simu-
lations show the actual response to the changing boundary
conditions (i.e., the imposed coarsening of fed sediment)
rather than a complex interplay of adjustments to various
factors. Models B, C1, and C2 develop an initial state with
respect to the sorting profile that is (close to) its equilibrium
state, while the initial state of model A does not deviate
from the initial state at the start of the adjustment period.

4. Results

[48] In this section we discuss the results of applying the
Hirano [1971] active layer model (model A), the Ribberink
[1987] two-layer model (model B), the sorting evolution
model with regular dunes (model SEM C1), and the sorting
evolution model with irregular dunes (model SEM C2) to
flume experiment E8-E9 conducted by Ribberink [1987].
We compare the computational results to the following
measured data: (1) the composition of the active part of
the bed at various times and positions; (2) the transport rate
and volume fraction content of size fractions in the sediment
leaving the flume, qa(x = 28.5 m) and Fai(x = 28.5 m),
respectively; (3) the time evolution of the mean bed level,
ha, at various positions; and (4) the vertical sorting profile,
Fi, at the final state of the flume experiment. Finally, we
assess the sensitivity of the model results to the active layer
thickness.

4.1. Composition of the Active Part of the Bed

[49] Figure 8 shows the computed volume fraction con-
tent of the fine size fraction in the active part of the bed, at
the beginning of the experiment and after 10, 20, and 40
flow hours, compared to the measured data. We have
discussed the measured data in section 2 (see Figure 4).
Because of the coarse sediment feeding, the active part of
the bed coarsens at the upstream end of the flume and a
coarsening wave migrates in the streamwise direction

through the flume. Although uncertain, preceding the coars-
ening wave a small fining wave may have migrated in the
downstream direction (see section 2). The predicted data
show that all models are incapable of simulating the relative
fining of the active bed around 10 flow hours. Also
application of the Wilcock and Crowe [2003] sediment
transport model rather than the Ribberink [1987] modifica-
tion of the Meyer-Peter and Müller [1948] sediment trans-
port model has not enabled reproduction of this fining.
[50] All models predict the composition of the active part

of the bed after 20 flow hours fairly well, except for the
relative fining in the downstream part of the flume. After 40
flow hours, only models B and C2 show a good prediction
of the active bed composition, while models A and C1
predict the larger part of the fine size fraction to have left the
flume. In reality, it apparently takes more time before the
fine material leaves the flume, as it is ‘‘stored’’ at relatively
deep bed elevations that are exposed to the flow less
frequently. Only the Ribberink model (model B) and the
sorting evolution model with irregular dunes (model C2)
take this aspect into account.
[51] Note that the initial composition of the active bed is

slightly different for model C2 (Figure 8). This is due to the
larger range of elevations taking part in the active bed. The
lower boundary of the active bed in model C2, h95, is
located 5 cm below the mean bed level and is lower than the
lower boundary of the active bed in models A through C1,
i.e., �1

2
D, which is located 1.5 cm below the mean bed

level. This larger range along with the initial downward
coarsening trend (Figure 1), makes the initial active bed in
model C2 somewhat coarser than in models A through C1.
[52] Figure 9 shows the computed time evolution of the

geometric mean grain size of the active bed, dm95, at various
positions. We compute the geometric mean grain size of the
active bed, dm95, from the volume fraction content of size
fraction i in the active part of the bed, F95i, like we compute
the geometric mean grain size of the bed surface, dmsur from
the volume fraction content of size fraction i at the bed
surface, Fsuri (equations (7)–(8)). Figure 9 confirms that
incorporating the effects of the irregularities in trough
elevations has a significant effect on the timescale of
adaptation of the composition of the active bed, and

Figure 8. Volume fraction content of the fine size fraction in the active part of the bed, F95i, as a
function of the position along the flume at various times (T = 0 h, T = 10 h, T = 20 h, and T = 40 h).
Predictions (lines) are from (left to right) model A, the Hirano active layer model; model B, the Ribberink
two-layer model; model C1, the sorting evolution model with regular dunes; and model C2, the sorting
evolution model with irregular dunes. Measured data (dots) originate from Ribberink [1987].
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illustrates how the sorting evolution model incorporating
the effects of irregular bed form size shows the best results
in predicting the time evolution of the geometric mean grain
size of the bed surface.

4.2. Sediment Transport at Downstream End

[53] Figure 10 shows the time evolution of the sediment
transport rate and composition at the downstream end of the
flume. The upper plots show the predicted and measured
time evolution of the total sediment transport rate at the
downstream end of the flume. The imposed coarsening of
the sediment fed to the flume induces a coarsening of the
bed surface, which decreases the sediment transport rate.
The system then evolves toward a state in which it is able to
transport the amount and composition of sediment fed to the

flume. This results in an increase of the bed slope. All
models predict the overall trend fairly well.
[54] The bottom plots in Figure 10 show that models B and

C2 well predict the timescale of adaptation of the composi-
tion of the transported sediment. Figure 10 shows that
including the variability in bed form geometry has a positive
effect on the predicted timescale of the physical processes.
[55] The small oscillations in the results of the sorting evo-

lution model (model C) appear to be due to (1) the discreti-
zation into 10 trough elevations in model C2 (Figure 6);
(2) upper elevations becoming active and lower elevations
becoming inactive when the bed aggrades; and (3) the time
step of computing sediment fluxes of type III being different
from that of type I.

Figure 10. (top) Time evolution of the sediment transport rate, qa, at the downstream end of the flume
(x = 28.5 m). (bottom) Time evolution of the volume fraction content of the fine size fraction in the
transported sediment, Fa1, at x = 28.5 m. Predictions (lines) are from (left to right) model A, the Hirano
active layer model; model B, the Ribberink two-layer model; model C1, the sorting evolution model with
regular dunes; and model C2, the sorting evolution model with irregular dunes. The dashed lines show
the feed rate at the upstream end of the flume. Measured data (dots) originate from Ribberink [1987].

Figure 9. Time evolution of the geometric mean grain size of the active part of the bed, dm 95, at various
positions (x = 4 m, x = 14 m, and x = 24 m). Predictions are from (left to right) model A, the Hirano active
layer model; model B, the Ribberink two-layer model; model C1, the sorting evolution model with
regular dunes; and model C2, the sorting evolution model with irregular dunes. Measured data (dots)
originate from Ribberink [1987].
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4.3. Mean Bed Level

[56] Figure 11 shows the time evolution of the mean bed
level at two positions along the flume (x = 15 m and x =
25 m). Section 2 has explained the measured trends. All
models reproduce these trends moderately well, although
they somewhat underestimate the final amount of net
aggradation. Ribberink [1987] found that the underestima-
tion of the final amount of aggradation by the Hirano and
Ribberink models was due to the fact that the empirical
predictors for bed resistance and bed load transport rates
were not fully adequate for the conditions of experiment
E8-E9. He developed an optimally calibrated model with
respect to the mean bed level by adding gradually changing
multiplication factors to the submodels for the grain size–
specific sediment transport rate and bed resistance. The
values of these nonsteady multiplication factors are not
available anymore. As the original data on bed and water
elevation profiles are not available anymore, it is difficult to
reanalyze the exact cause of the underestimation of the final
amount of net aggradation.
[57] Figure 12 shows the predicted time evolution of the

mean bed slope, together with the measured bed slopes at
the initial and final stage of experiment E8-E9. The mea-
sured bed slopes were determined over positions down-
stream of x = 10 m in order to remove the effects of the bed
form adaptation length (i.e., the reach from the upstream
sediment inlet over which the bed forms adapt to the
prevailing conditions). As such, also the predicted mean
bed slope was determined over positions downstream of x =
10 m. Four stages can be distinguished. The decrease in bed
slope in stage I results from the net degradation at the
upstream end of the flume. This decrease in bed slope is
succeeded by a significant increase in bed slope (stage II),
which originates from the aggradation at the upstream end
of the flume. Migration of the aggradation wave in the
downstream direction then causes the bed slope to decrease
(stage III), which is followed by the new equilibrium stage
E9 that ends after 120 flow hours (stage IV). In stage E9 the

slope is larger than in E8 so as to enable the system to
transport the coarser sediment load.

4.4. Vertical Sorting Profile

[58] Figure 13 shows the time evolution of the vertical
sorting profile, Fi, at the downstream end of the flume. The
upper plots show the sorting profile at the initial state of the
adjustment period T0 (also see section 3.10). Section 3.4 has
explained how we derive these initial sorting profiles from
the measured initial sorting profile as shown in the top right
plot in Figure 13. During the adjustment period T0, the
sorting profiles in models C1 and C2 adjust toward the
equilibrium state appropriate to the conditions of experi-
ment E8 (section 3.10). Over its active elevations model C1
has developed a linear sorting profile. This is because the

Figure 11. Time evolution of the mean bed level, ha, at two positions along the flume (x = 15 m and
x = 25 m). Predictions (lines) are from (left to right) model A, the Hirano active layer model; model B,
the Ribberink two-layer model; model C1, the sorting evolution model with regular dunes; and model
C2, the sorting evolution model with irregular dunes. Dashed lines indicate the mean bed level at the
initial stage of the experiment at the two corresponding positions. Measured data (dots) originate from
Ribberink [1987].

Figure 12. Time evolution of the mean bed slope as
predicted by models A through C2. The mean bed slope has
been determined over positions along the flume larger than
10m. Short-dashed lines show the measured bed slopes at the
initial and final stage of experiment E8-E9. Four periods are
distinguished: decrease of bed slope (period I), increase in
bed slope (period II), decrease in bed slope (period III), and
the new equilibrium stage (until 120 flow hours) (period IV).
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Figure 13
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dunes are regular and the lee face avalanche submodel by
Blom and Kleinhans [2006] applied in the sorting evolution
model predicts the volume fraction content of each size
fraction to linearly increase or decrease with elevation over
the individual lee faces. In model C2, the average vertical
sorting profile shows a smoother profile. The second row of
plots shows the initial state of the actual simulations of flume
experiment E8-E9.
[59] The left plots in Figure 13 show the time evolution of

the sorting profile as predicted by theHiranomodel (model A).
We can see how the active layer becomes coarser, while the
bed slowly aggrades.
[60] The second column of plots shows the time evolution

of the sorting profile as predicted by the Ribberink model
(model B). As in the Hirano model, the active layer
becomes coarser, although this process proceeds more
slowly than for the Hirano model. Also the exchange layer
in the Ribberink model becomes coarser, which proceeds
more slowly than the coarsening of the model’s active layer.
[61] The third column of plots shows the time evolution

of the sorting profile as predicted by the sorting evolution
model with regular dunes (model C1). The lower elevation
of the active bed equals that of the Hirano model, and
sediment fluxes do not occur below this level. Hence the
bed composition does not change at these elevations. The
time evolution of the sorting profile is similar to the Hirano
model, except for the fact that the sorting shows a linear
profile within the active part of the bed.
[62] The fourth column of plots shows the time evolution

of the sorting profile as predicted by the sorting evolution
model with irregular dunes (model C2). Only the latter
model and the Ribberink two-layer model are able to
modify the composition at the lower elevations. This is
due to their wider range of elevations of the active bed, as
they account for the effects of the variability in bed form
geometry. The sorting profiles at the final stage of the
experiment as predicted by these two models agree well
with the measured final sorting profile.

4.5. Active Layer Thickness

[63] The thickness of the active layer has appeared to be a
crucial factor in large-scale morphodynamic modeling of
rivers with nonuniform sediment, as the active layer thick-
ness largely affects the predicted adaptation timescales of,
for instance, the rate and composition of the transported
sediment. It therefore also strongly affects computed mor-
phodynamic changes. Figure 14 confirms that the active
layer thickness largely affects the adaptation timescale of
the composition of the transported sediment. From Figure 14
it appears that, using the Hirano model, the active part of the
bed is best represented if the active layer thickness is more or
less equal to themean dune height (d =D), whereas, using the

Ribberink two-layer model, the active part of the bed is best
represented if d = 1

2
D.

5. Discussion

[64] The specific objective of the present case study is to
assess the predictive capacity of submodels for mass con-
servation. The author has deliberately chosen to keep the
other submodels in the morphodynamic model systems as
simple as possible and not to provide a model system that is
optimally calibrated on the flume experiment. For instance,
measured data are used for mean dune height, the PDF of
bed form trough elevations, and bed resistance. Another
example is that in predicting sediment transport rates we use a
sediment transport model that was calibrated against the
sediment transport rates as measured in the equilibrium
stages of the Ribberink [1987] flume experiments. Logically,
in predictive river studies such measured data are not avail-
able. We then need submodels predicting these parameters.
[65] The present case study stresses the importance of

taking into account the variability in bed form geometry in
modeling sorting and morphodynamics. The work by Paola
and Borgman [1991] and Leclair et al. [1997] supports this
finding by underlining the impact of the irregularity in bed
form size on the formation of sedimentary deposits.
Although it was not the aim of the present paper, the
author expects that a combination of the lee face avalanche
submodel by Blom and Kleinhans [2006] with a model for
cross bedding [e.g., Leclair, 2002] may yield interesting
results.
[66] The sorting evolution model with regular dunes

(model C1) does not improve the computed adaptation

Figure 13. Vertical sorting profile, Fi, at various times during the flume experiment (T0 = 0 h, T = 0 h, T = 10 h, T = 20 h,
T = 40 h, and T = 120 h) at the downstream end of the flume (x = 30 m), together with the initial mean bed level at the same
position (dotted line) and the predicted mean bed level at time T (dashed line). Predictions (lines) of the volume fraction
content of the coarse size fraction, Fcoarse, over bed elevations are from (left to right) model A, the Hirano active layer
model; model B, the Ribberink two-layer model; model C1, the sorting evolution model with regular dunes; and model C2,
the sorting evolution model with irregular dunes. The top right plot shows the measured initial sorting profile (data originate
from Ribberink [1987]). The bottom right plot shows the measured vertical sorting profile relative to the mean bed level at
the final state of the experiment (T = 120 h; data originate from Ribberink [1987]). The adjustment period T0 covers a period
of 5 h in which the model under uniform flow conditions adjusts toward its equilibrium state (section 3.10).

Figure 14. Time evolution of the volume fraction content
of the fine size fraction in the transported sediment, Fa1, at
the downstream end of the flume (x = 28.5 m). Predictions
(lines) are from (left) model A, the Hirano active layer
model, and (right) model B, the Ribberink two-layer model,
wherein the active layer thickness, d, equals 0.5 D, 0.7 D,
and 0.9 D. Measured data (dots) originate from Ribberink
[1987].
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timescales compared to the results of the Hirano active layer
model (model A). This shows us that, in reproducing this
flume experiment, the introduction of the effects of vertical
sorting within an active bed that has a limited thickness does
not improve predictions.
[67] All models somewhat underestimate the final amount

of aggradation in stage E9, which appears to be due to the
fact that the empirical predictors for bed resistance and bed
load transport rates are not fully adequate for the conditions
of experiment E8-E9 [Ribberink, 1987]. Note that an
improved prediction of morphodynamics is not only
expressed by the improved prediction of net aggradation/
degradation in stage E9. An improved prediction of (the time
evolution of) vertical sorting and so (the time evolution of)
the bed surface composition may strongly contribute to an
improved prediction of morphodynamic changes. After all,
the bed surface composition is essential in predicting skin
friction, bed load and suspended load transport rates, and
therefore divergences in the sediment transport rates, and
thus net aggradation or degradation. This reasoning would
have been illustrated if the present flume experiment were
succeeded by a phase of net degradation. Although the flume
experiment in question does not enable verifying this state-
ment, the author believes that the improved prediction of the
vertical sorting profile and the bed surface composition in
stage E9 by models B and C2 would improve the prediction
of morphodynamic changes in such a succeeding phase.
[68] Despite showing good results, the Ribberink two-

layer model (model B) has some weaknesses. Its formula-
tion for vertical sediment exchange due to the migration of
dunes of irregular size is not sufficiently generic for a
number of reasons. First, Ribberink specifically calibrated
the constants in the sediment exchange term on the flume
experiment considered in the present case study. Secondly,
the present formulation for the sediment exchange term is
only applicable to mixtures of two size fractions. Moreover,
the formulation fails in the case that the active layer consists
mostly of the fine size fraction; in this case mass is not
conserved. Finally, the set of equations still potentially
becomes elliptic.
[69] Despite showing good results, the sorting evolution

model (model C2) has some weaknesses, as well. Applica-
tion of the model has appeared to be cumbersome. The
adaptation of the sorting profile happens infinitely fast at the
uppermost elevations of the active part of the bed, which
leads to numerical problems. In the computations we
therefore do not consider the 3% highest elevations within
the series of (irregular) bed forms (Figure 7). Still, the time
step needs to be very small (20 s) in order to prevent the
volume fraction content of size fractions from becoming
smaller than 0 or exceeding 1 at all active elevations. For
this reason, the computational time is much larger than the
computational time using the Hirano or Ribberink bed layer
models. Another point is that application of the sorting
evolution model requires knowledge about the PDF of
relative trough elevations. Although this requirement asks
for additional information compared to the Hirano and
Ribberink bed layer models, the author would not charac-
terize this as a weakness for the following two reasons. The
first reason is that modeling the active part of the bed as a
stochastic (set of) parameter(s) rather than a discrete and
homogeneous bed layer offers a much better representation

of the active part of the bed. The second reason is that an
external submodel for the PDF of relative trough elevations
is available. Van der Mark et al. [2007] have shown that the
PDF of relative trough elevations is well described using a
Weibull distribution (i.e., a longer tail for the higher relative
trough elevations or, in other words, for the deeper troughs),
in which the standard deviation of relative trough elevation
is a simple linear function of the mean relative trough
elevation.
[70] Noteworthy is that Ribberink [1987] found that

application of the Hirano model to the present flume
experiment led to instability (ellipticity) of the model. This
instability was not found in the present case study. This may
be due to the different numerical schemes and/or to the fact
that in the present study a detailed bookkeeping system is
applied for registering the volume fraction content of size
fractions at elevations within the active and inactive part of
the bed.
[71] Morphodynamic modeling of rivers dominated by

nonuniform sediment is governed by the interplay between
submodels for: (1) the grain size–selective sediment trans-
port; (2) mass conservation of nonuniform sediment includ-
ing sediment fluxes within the bed; (3) the composition of
the bed surface (also see next paragraph); (4) the range of
bed elevations exposed to the flow (i.e., the range of active
elevations); (5) skin friction (based on the bed surface
composition); and (6) form drag (based on the PDF of
bed surface elevations). The fact that previous research on
morphodynamic modeling of rivers governed by nonuni-
form sediment has often led to disappointing results has
made people try to improve grain size–selective sediment
transport models (submodel no. 1 from the above list).
However, the disappointing results need not arise from the
grain size–selective sediment transport model and may well
be caused by shortcomings in the other models mentioned
above.
[72] A generally neglected topic is the submodel for the

mean composition of the bed surface, Fsuri (section 3). This
parameter is derived from the computed vertical sorting
profile and is used for calculating skin friction and grain
size–selective sediment transport rates. In order to find an
adequate model for the mean composition of the bed
surface, the question to be asked is ‘‘Which part of the
bed determines skin friction and which part of the bed
determines the grain size–selective sediment transport
rates?’’ One has to realize that the method to determine
the mean composition of the bed surface needs to suit the
specific submodels applied in calculating the hydraulic
roughness, grain size–selective bed load transport, and
grain size–selective suspended load transport.
[73] As application of the Ribberink two-layer model or

the sorting evolution model accounting for variability in bed
form size appears to be problematic, present work by the
author focuses on the development of a new bed layer–type
model that takes into account the variability in bed form
geometry, and wherein formulations for vertical sediment
fluxes derived from the sorting evolution model are also
incorporated. The discretization of the active part of the bed
into multiple bed layers is based on the probability density
function of active bed elevations, which is based on the
findings by Van der Mark et al. [2007]. As the timescale of
the adaptation of the vertical sorting profile is small for the
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upper elevations of the active part of the bed, we can
usefully apply the equilibrium sorting approach [Blom et
al., 2006] to these elevations. Formulations for the sedi-
ment fluxes between the discrete bed layers are derived
from the sorting evolution model.

6. Conclusions

[74] This paper presents the results of a case study in
which four sediment continuity models are each incorpo-
rated in a morphodynamic model system and applied to
simulate the aggradational flume experiment conducted by
Ribberink [1987]. The case study shows that taking into
account the variability in bed form geometry largely
improves the prediction of the adaptation timescales of
various physical parameters, e.g., the bed surface composi-
tion, the vertical sorting profile, and the composition of the
bed load transport. This is because it allows sediment to be
‘‘stored’’ (temporarily) at elevations where the sediment is
exposed to the flow less frequently than at higher elevations.
[75] The Ribberink [1987] two-layer model and the

Blom et al. [2008] sorting evolution model include the
effects of variability in bed form geometry in modeling
large-scale morphodynamics and show good results in
simulating the flume experiment in question.
[76] Both models, however, suffer from a number of

shortcomings. The Ribberink two-layer model is not suffi-
ciently generic as (1) its vertical sediment exchange term
was calibrated on the flume experiment in question; (2) the
sediment exchange term is yet suitable for sediment mix-
tures composed of two size fractions only; (3) under some
conditions the sediment exchange term does not conserve
mass; and (4) the elliptic character of the set of equations is
not eliminated completely (although the probability of
becoming elliptic appears to be small). Application of the
sorting evolution model is cumbersome as it requires a
small numerical time step. The sorting evolution model
requires information on the probability density function of
relative trough elevations, which can be provided from an
external submodel [Van der Mark et al., 2007].
[77] Using the Hirano [1971] model, the active part of the

bed appears to be best represented if the active layer
thickness is more or less equal to the mean dune height,
whereas the Ribberink [1987] two-layer model shows better
results if the active layer thickness is set equal to more or
less half the mean dune height.
[78] Future application to large-scale field cases asks for

the development of a new bed layer–type model that takes
into account the variability in bed form geometry, and
wherein formulations for vertical sediment fluxes derived
from the sorting evolution model are also incorporated.

Appendix A: Model A: Hirano Active Layer
Model

[79] Hirano [1970, 1971, 1972] divides the bed into a
homogeneous top layer, i.e., the active layer, and a non-
moving homogeneous substrate (Figure A1). In the Hirano
[1971] active layer model, conservation of mass is guaran-
teed if

cb
@ Fmi dð Þ

@t
þ cb FL1;i

@hL1
@t

¼ � @ Fai qað Þ
@x

ðA1Þ

which is valid for all grain size fractions i = 1, .., N, where i
denotes the specific grain size fraction. The parameters t and
x denote the time coordinate and streamwise coordinate,
respectively, cb denotes the concentration of sediment in the
bed (cb = 1 � lb, where lb denotes the porosity), d denotes
the thickness of the active layer, hL1 denotes the elevation
of the interface between the active layer and the substrate,
Fmi denotes the volume fraction content of size fraction i
in the active layer, FL1,i denotes the volume fraction
content of size fraction i in the sediment flux between the
active layer and the substrate, qa denotes the volume of
transported sediment per unit width and time, Fai denotes
the volume fraction content of size fraction i in the
transported sediment (Fai = qai/qa, where qai denotes the
volume of transported sediment of size fraction i per unit
width and time).
[80] If the elevation of the interface rises (@hL1/@t > 0),

the volume fraction content of size fraction i in the
sediment flux between the active layer and the substrate,
FL1,i, equals the volume fraction content of size fraction i
in the active layer, Fmi. If the elevation of the interface
lowers (@hL1/@t < 0), FL1,i equals the volume fraction
content of size fraction i in the substrate, Foi:

FL1;i ¼
Fmi if @hL1=@t > 0

Foi if @hL1=@t < 0

�
ðA2Þ

[81] In plane-bed conditions, we typically assume the
active layer thickness, d, equal to some coarse grain size
in the mixture (e.g., d = d90 where d90 denotes the grain size
for which 90% of the mixture is finer). In conditions with
bed forms, we typically relate the active layer thickness to the
mean bed form height, e.g., d = 1

2
DwhereD denotes the mean

bed form height [Ribberink, 1987; Armanini and Di Silvio,
1988; Parker, 1991]. Kelsey [1996] provides an overview of
definitions of the active layer thickness.
[82] Solving the time evolution of the volume fraction

content of size fraction i in the active layer, Fmi, from equation
(A1) requires the time evolution of the elevation of the
interface between the active layer and the substrate, hL1, to
be known. We compute the elevation of the interface from

hL1 ¼ ha � d ðA3Þ

(also see Figure A1). Note that in most cases both quantities
on the right-hand side of equation (A3) are time dependent.We
compute the time evolution of the mean bed level, ha, from

cb
ha
@t

¼ � @qa
@x

ðA4Þ

where qa =
PN

i qai, and we compute the time evolution of the
sediment transport rate of size fraction i, qai, using a submodel

Figure A1. Hirano [1971] active layer model, revised
from Hirano [1971, Figure 2].
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for grain size–selective sediment transport. In equation (A3),
the thickness of the active layer, d, may well also be time
dependent as it depends on flow strength. On the basis of
flume experiments under plane bed conditions, Wong
Egoavil [2006] finds that the range of active elevations
increases with increasing flow strength. Under conditions
with dunes, dune height (and therefore the range of active
elevations) increases with increasing flow strength, up until
dune washout and subsequent upper regime plane bed
conditions are reached.

Appendix B: Model B: Ribberink Two-Layer
Model

[83] Ribberink [1987] introduces an additional layer in
his two-layer model below the active layer, i.e., the ex-
change layer (Figure B1). This exchange layer represents
the bed elevations that become exposed to the flow by
occasionally deep bed form troughs. The vertical sediment
exchange flux, yi, in Figure B1 represents vertical sediment
fluxes induced by these deep bed form troughs. Conserva-
tion of mass for the active layer and the exchange layer now
yields

cb
@ Fmidð Þ

@t
þ cbFL1;i

@hL1
@t

¼ yi �
@ Fai qað Þ

@x
ðB1Þ

cb
@ Feideð Þ

@t
þ cbFL2;i

@hL2
@t

� cbFL1;i
@hL1
@t

¼ �yi ðB2Þ

which is valid for all grain size fractions i = 1, .., N. Here de
denotes the thickness of the exchange layer, hL1 now
denotes the elevation of the interface between the active
layer and the exchange layer, hL2 denotes the elevation of
the interface between the exchange layer and the substrate,
Fei denotes the volume fraction content of size fraction i in
the exchange layer, FL1,i denotes the volume fraction
content of size fraction i at the interface between the
active layer and the exchange layer, and FL2,i denotes the
volume fraction content of size fraction i at the interface
between the exchange layer and the substrate. Ribberink
[1987] provides a detailed description of the vertical
sediment exchange flux due to occasionally deep bed form
troughs, yi.
[84] We compute the time evolution of the elevation of

the interface between the active layer and the exchange
layer, hL1, from equation (A3), and the time evolution of the
elevation of the interface between the exchange layer and
the substrate, hL2, from

hL2 ¼ ha � d � de ðB3Þ

where all terms at the right-hand side are usually time-
dependent. We compute the time evolution of the mean bed
level, ha, from equation (A4). On the basis of his flume
experiments [Ribberink, 1987] defines the exchange layer
thickness, de, to be a function of the active layer thickness, d
(de = 1.22d).
[85] If the elevation of the interface between the active

layer and the exchange layer rises (@hL1/@t > 0), a sediment
flux occurs from the active layer to the exchange layer and
the volume fraction content of size fraction i at this
interface, FL1,i, equals the volume fraction content of size
fraction i in the active layer, Fmi. If the interface lowers
(@hL1/@t < 0), FL1,i equals the volume fraction content of
size fraction i in the exchange layer, Fei. We apply a similar
approach to the bed composition at the elevation of the
interface between the exchange layer and the substrate,
FL2,i:

FL1;i ¼
Fmi if @hL1=@t > 0

Fei if @hL1=@t < 0

�
ðB4Þ

FL2;i ¼
Fei if @hL2=@t > 0

Foi if @hL2=@t < 0

�
ðB5Þ

[86] Mathematical analysis indicates that the two-layer
model does not completely avoid ellipticity of its set of
equations [Ribberink, 1987]. However, the probability of
becoming elliptic is significantly smaller than for the
active layer model, as the two-layer model generally tends
toward a situation in which the mean grain size of the
active layer is smaller than that of the exchange layer.
Note that Ribberink [1987] already applied the Hirano and
Ribberink bed layer models to the flume experiment
considered in the present paper. Ribberink calibrated his
two-layer model explicitly on this flume experiment. The
Hirano active layer model appeared incapable of describing
the slow adaptation of the composition of the active layer and
the bed load transport composition, while the calibrated
[Ribberink, 1987] two-layer model showed much better
results.

Appendix C: Model C: Blom et al. [2008] Sorting
Evolution Model

[87] The sorting evolution model developed by Blom et al.
[2008] takes into account the variability in bed form
geometry by accounting for the PDF of bed form trough
elevations. In the sorting evolution model, conservation of
mass is guaranteed if

@Ci

@t
¼ Dei � Eei ðC1Þ

where Ci denotes the concentration of size fraction i at
elevation z (Ci = cbPsFi). Note that all parameters are
averaged over a reach covering a large number of bed
forms. Fi denotes the volume fraction content of size
fraction i at elevation z, Ps denotes the probability
distribution of bed surface elevations indicating the
probability that the bed surface elevation is higher than
z, Dei denotes the deposition density of size fraction i
defined such that Deidxdz is the volume of sediment of

Figure B1. Ribberink [1987] two-layer model, revised
from Ribberink [1987, Figure 4.3].
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size fraction i that is deposited per unit width and time in a
bed element with sides dx and dz at elevation z, and,
likewise, Eei denotes the entrainment density of size
fraction i.
[88] The sorting evolution model distinguishes three

types of vertical sediment flux: sediment fluxes through
dune migration, i.e., grain size–selective deposition down
the lee faces of (irregular) bed forms (type I); sediment
fluxes through a change in time of the PDF of relative
trough elevations (type II); and sediment fluxes through net
aggradation or degradation (type III). Assuming a constant
and uniform porosity, we rewrite equation (C1) to

cb
@ PsFið Þ

@t
¼ Dei � Eeið ÞjI þ Dei � Eeið ÞjII þ Dei � Eeið ÞjIII

ðC2Þ

Blom et al. [2008] provide a further elaboration of equation
(C2) and a satisfactory test of the formulations for sediment
fluxes of type I and II. In the present case study, the
formulations for sediment fluxes of type I are based on the
lee face avalanche submodel proposed by Blom and
Kleinhans [2006]. In the present paper we apply the
formulations for sediment fluxes through net aggradation or
degradation (type III) for the first time.
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